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Detectors
Rana Adhikari: “2024: India will come on in the same way that Virgo 
is on now.” 

Will LIGO reach design sensitivity — and when? 

What is the right science metric for future detectors? 

Matt Evans: “By going a factor of 30 beyond aLIGO, we go from 
seeing a few things to seeing everything.” 

Is atom interferometry a realistic alternative? 

What can we do to help PTA and LISA succeed?   

Neil Cornish: “[LISA design] locked in a few years.  If you have an 
idea, have it soon!”  



Merging BH properties
Merging compact object binary properties: 

min BH mass / NS-BH mass gap? 

max BH mass?  PISN/PPISN mass gap? 

spins: magnitude? alignment?    Geoffrey Lovelace: “BHs precess in a way way 
that Richard can do an interpretive dance for, but my dance skills are not up to 
that.” 

mass ratio? 

eccentricity? 

consistency with other observables?  Doron Kushnir: “It is completely inconsistent 
with observations.  But I don’t believe them.” 

Massive black hole binary properties: 

do they merge (is the final pc problem really solved)?



Eccentricity?

Bet offer:  

None of the first 100 confirmed (“GW” styled) 
compact binary coalescence detections will have 
measured eccentricity inconsistent with zero.
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Electromagnetic 
counterparts

Should we expect to see anything from a BBH merger?   

“And then there was Light: Electromagnetic 
Signatures of Stellar Mass Binary Black Hole Mergers”  

@ Lorentz center (Leiden), 4-8 September, 2017 

How to best use EM observations to test evolution 
leading up BH formation?  [E.g., CE phase]   



How much can we learn 
from dark GW astronomy?

Rana Adhikari: “Your question is out of order.  It’s a 
meta question.” 

Chris Belczynski: “Nothing new learnt yet [from O1 
detections] without the (lacking) info on origin.” 

Can we realistically differentiate formation channels?   

Are our models good enough to compare against? 

What about unmodeled inference?



Clustering

[Abbott et al., 2016; Mandel et al., 2015; see also Littenberg et al., 2015]



Mean inferred bin density



Unmodeled inference

BNS, 23%
NSBH, 25%

BBH, 51%

[Mandel et al., 2016]
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Where should we go?
Matias Zaldarriaga: “So if LIGO made detections in a 
different order you would not have written your paper?”
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